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response.The 2• rule and the 2:3:5 proportions example of Potssondistribution, for which it can be shown
that
employed in practice satisfy this criterion, but
the presentresult suggeststhat a relatively broad
rangeof proportionsmay be equally satisfactory.
A quantitative evaluation of response irregu• is the probability that there are m normal frequenciesin
larity, involving damping and other factors an interval in which N=zI/• is the expected(average)
number.
neglectedhere, remains for further study.
The probability of finding no normal frequencies(m=0)
The author is grateful to P.M. Morse for in the interval/x is
valuable advice and guidance, to H. Feshbach

for helpful discussions
and checkingof the manuscript and to several colleaguesfor assistanceas
noted in the paper.
APPENDIX

Po=e-•r=exp(-/x/•).
But if there are no normal frequenciesin/x then there is a

spaceof width /x. Therefore,exp(-/x/õ) is theprobability
orrinclinga spaceof width/x wheretheaverageexpected
space
width is •.

I

The probability of occurrenceof an actual space /5 is

Probability Function for Random
(Poisson) Distribution
Consider a random distribution in which every normal

frequencyu• in an interval /x has an equal probability of
occurring at any frequency in that interval. This is an
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then exp(-/5/•)=e-ø; the probability per unit average
spaceis (1/•)e-0; and the numberper unit • in the range
between/sand/5-1-d/5
is (1/•)e-ød/5.But p=/5/• and
so(1/•)e-Od/5=e-Oda=Moda,
where'Mo=e-Ois the probability of finding spacingratios between a and a-l-dp, per
unit average space/5,for Potssondistribution.
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Factors Governing the Intelligibility of Speech Sounds
N. R. FRENCH AND J. C. STEINBERG
Bell 7'elephoneLaboratories,New York, New York
(Received November 22, 1946)

The characteristicsof speech,hearing, and noiseare discussedin relation to the recognition
of speechsoundsby the ear. It is shownthat the intelligibility of thesesoundsis related to a
quantity called articulation index which can be computedfrom the intensitiesof speechand
unwanted soundsreceivedby the ear, both as a function of frequency. Relationshipsdeveloped
for this purposeare presented.Resultscalculatedfrom theserelationsare comparedwith the
resultsof testsof the subjectiveeffectson intelligibility of varying the intensity of the received
speech,altering its normal intensity-frequencyrelations and adding noise.

1. INTRODUCTION

gibility,' which has also been in progressfor a
number of years, has not been previously pubgovern the intelligibility of speechsoun(ls lished. The purposeof this paper is to bring the
and t)resentsrelationshipsfor expre,ssing
quanti- relationships and basic data together into one
tatively, in terms of the fundamental charac- report.
Speech consists of a successionof souil(ls
teristicsof speechand hearing, the capability of
varying
rapidly from instant to instant in inthe ear in recognizingthesesounds.The relationtensity
and
frequency.Assumingthat the various
shipsare basedon studiesof speechand hearing
components
are received by the ear in their
which have been carried on at Bell Telephone
initial
order
and
spacingin.time, the successof
Laboratories over a number of years. The results
the
listener
in
recognizing
and interpreting these
of these studies have in large measure already
sounds
depends
upon
their
intensity in his ear
been published. The formulation of the results
and
the
intensity
of
unwanted
soundsthat may
into relationships for expressingspeech intelli-

ills 1)aper
discusses
thefactors
which
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be present, both as a function of frequency. The
relationships presented here deal with intelligibility as a function of these intensities. Relationshipshaving the same objective were formulated about 25 yearsago by H. Fletcher. While
the present relationships are based largely on
data not then available, their development has
employedto a considerableextent the conceptsof
the earlier

formulation.
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reasonsfor sucha procedureare indicated briefly
below and in more detail in a paper by W. H.
Martin.

4

The intensity of the speechreceived by the ear
at each frequency dependson the intensity of the
original speechsounds,the positionof the mouth
of the talker with respect to the microphone,the
efficiency at each frequency of the latter in
converting to electrical form the speech sounds
which reach it, the transmission characteristics of
the circuit intervening between the microphone
and receiver, the efficiency of the latter in
reconverting the speechwaves to acoustical form

Before proceedingwith the subject matter of
the paper a word concerningapplications of the
material may be in order. Material of this type
has, of course, been of considerable service for
many years in the Bell System. It has, for example, helped to guide the direction of develop-

and finally the coupling between the receiver and
the ear. It is important to note that those items

ment work on transmission

which

instrumentalities

and

are

under

the

control

of the

user

are

has aided 'the preparationof the quantitative subject to large variations. For example, there
are large natural differencesbetween the intensities of the same sounds spoken by different
to those discussed here, often need to be con- people or by the same people at different times.
sidered in appraising the transmissionperforln- In addition, a person tentIs to adjust the output
ance of a speech communication system. For of his voice in part by the loudnesswith which he
example,echoes,phasedistortion, and reverbera- hears his own speechand the incoming speech,
tion may affect intelligibility. 2,3The naturalness both being functions of the response characof the receivedspeechmay need considerationas teristics of the communication system employed.
lO ULllllg•
1 111•
•D1D•UII 111L•ll•lLl•
•IDID tII3[JI311U O11 Lll{3 111L•llDILy
a separa[e i[ein. •"'
is •[1•o' - true
becausespeechmay be too loud for comfort or so unwanted sounds, such as ambient noise in
faint that the effort of concentrating on the which the speakermay be immersed.These same
soundsis excessivelyannoying, even though the factors also partly control the speaker's position
with respect to the microphone and the way in
soundsare intelligible.
In addition, there is usually the question which the listener holds the receiver to his ear.
Unwanted sounds in the ear have a masking
whether some of the data used in applying the
effect
on speech and constitute another major
computational methods or, for that matter, in
variable.
They may arise from electrical distesting the transmissionperformance of speech
turbances
originating within or without the comcommunication systems in the laboratory, are
munication
system or from ambient noise. The
truly representative of the conditions of actual
latter
may
reach
the ear by several paths: (1) by
use. In either casethe value of the resultsdepends
leakage
between
the
receiver cap and the ear, or
upon the degreeto which theseconditionsand the
directly
when
loud
speakers are used; (2) by
reactions of the usersto them can be specified.
being
picked
up
by
the microphone at the
This information
is often difficult to obtain. It is
listening
location
and
transmitted
to the local
desirable, therefore, in applying the results of
receiver
by
sidetone;
and
(3)
by
transmission
computational methods or laboratory tests, to
transmission data used in engineering the telephone plant.• Other factors, however, in addition

C•
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__-'•-'__

--1

--1 .....

--1

•1_

_

.'__a_

....

_'•__

microphone.
check any modificationsof speechcommunica- from the distaJnt
Summarizing,
it
can be seen that the speech
tion systemsby testing them under actual service
and
noise
received
by
a listener are the net result
conditionsand determining their effect on overof
a
large
number
of
factors of which several
all performance as judged by the users. The
different types can be discerned: (1) the basic
• F. W. McKown and J. W. Emling, Bell Sys.Tech. J. !2, characteristicsof speech and hearing, (2) the
331 (1933).

•'V. O. Knudsen,J. Acous.Soc.Am. 1, 56 (1929).
3j. C. Steinberg,J. Acous.Soc. Am. 1, 121 (1929).

• W. H. Martin, Bell Sys. Tech. J. 10, 116 (1931).
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termination

of a value

of W for each of the

instruments and circuits intervening between
talker and listener, (3) the conditions under
which communication takes place, and (4) the
behavior of the talker and listener as modified by
the characteristics of the communication system
and by the conditionsunder which it is used.

twenty bands, the addition of these twenty
values of W and the division of this sum by

By expressing
the intelligibilityrelationshipsin
terms of the intensitiesof speechand noisein the
ear of the listener, the complicatingfactors discussedin the previousparagraphsdo not appear
explicitlyin the relations.They appearonly when
the speechand noiseintensitiesin the listener's
eararerequiredin orderto apply the relat.ionships
to the solutionof a particular problem.There is
also the questionof the effectof variations in the
acuity of hearing of the listeners.The relationshipspresentedhere apply specificallyto young
men and women who have good hearing but in
general,as discussedlater, their field of applica-

the listener, which is simply the sensationlevel of
the band minus the total masking. The sensation
level of a speechband is the attenuation needed
to reduce the band to the threshold of hearing in

tion is broader

than this.
There are a set of consistent and well-defined

conceptswhich underlie the intelligibility relationships.As these may be lost sight of in the
details of formulation given in the succeeding
pages,they are summarizedbriefly in the next
section.
2. BASIC

CONCEPTS

The intelligibilityof the receivedspeechsounds
is related to a quantity which hasbeencalledthe
articulation index and designated A. It is a
quantity such that incrementsAA carried by
incrementsaf of the speechfrequencyrange may
be added together to obtain the total A. The
maximum possiblevalue of A is assigneda value
of unity; the minimum value is zero.
Any increment af of the speech frequency
rangemay at best carry a maximumvalue of AA
designatedas aAm. When conditionsare not
optimum for hearingspeechin the incrementaf,
this increment contributes only a fractional
amount W of its maximum, or zXA' W-aAm. For

conveniencein making computations, the fre-

twenty.

The particular value of W for any one band of
speech depends upon a quantity E called the
effective

sensation level of the band in the ear of

the absence of noise and is determined

from the

intensities of the speechcomponentswithin the
band at the ear of the listener and the acuity of
hearing. The total maskingis the shift in threshold due to the presenceof noise and is the resultant of three kinds of masking' (a) residual
masking due to componentsof precedingspeech
soundswithin the band, (b) interband masking
due to speechcomponentsin adjacent bands,and
(c) masking from extraneousnoise components.

The factor W is equal to the fraction of •th
second time intervals in which the speech intensity in the particular band is of sufficient
intensity to be heard. Stated differently, it is the
fraction of these intervals in which the speech
intensity in a band exceedsthe intensity which
corresponds
to an effectivesensationlevelof 0 db.
In this paperthe relationshipbetweenAA• and
af is obtained empirically from the results of
articulation tests on appropriate high pass and
low passfilter systems.However, Mr. R. H. Galt
hasshown,in an unpublishedmemorandum,that
this relationshipcan be derived from data on the
differential pitch sensitivity of the ear. This suggests that the articulation index has a more
fundamentalsignificance
than might be indicated
by its empirical derivation.5
Although the responsecharacteristicsof a telephone system and its componentparts do not
enterexplicitlyinto thearticulationrelationships,
they are requiredin applicationsof the latter to
particularproblems.To servethe desiredpurpose
the basicspeech,noise,and hearingdata and the
over-allresponse
of the telephonesystemmust be

quencyrangemay be dividedinto twenty bands
whosefrequencylimits are so chosenthat the sospecifiedthat they canbe combinedto obtain
aAm of each band is 0.05, i.e., one-twentieth of
the articulation

index of the full band under

optimum conditions.The generalprocedurefor
computingarticulation index involves the de-

intensities received in the listener's ear. The type

of responseneededis obviouslynot one based
• W. A. Munson,J. Acous.Soc.Am. 17, 103A (1945).
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alone on physical measurementsof microphone,
circuit, and receiver apart from voice and ear. It
should include the effectsof usingreal voicesand
ears.The methodsof expressingresponsecharacteristics and the characteristics of speech and
hearing which underlie the articulation index
relationships,are essentiallyinterdependent.Consequently, these subjects are discussedin the
following two sectionsprior to the derivation and
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3.1 The Spectrum of Speech

Figure 1 shows the results of several sets of
measurements of the intensity of speech as a
function of frequency. Curve A represents the
average spectrum of four men and four women
membersof the testing crew used in carrying out
the last extensiveprogram of fundamental articulation tests. The spectrum is at a point two inches
detailed
discussion of the articulation
index
directly in front of the lips and is expressedin
relations.
The following are the principal symbolsusedin terms of the long time averageintensity per cycle,
this paper. A number of the symbols represent in db relative to 10-•ø watt/cm 2. Curves B and C
intensity levels; these are in db above 10-•ø are the spectragiven for six men and five women
in Fig. 10 of a paper by Dunn and White. ø In the
watt/cm 2.
present paper the latter spectra have been shifted
A
articulation index,
to changefrom 30 cm, the point of measurement,
/xA increment of articulation index carried by an into the 2-inch position at which curve A applies.
crement zXfof the speechfrequency range,
In order to provide a better basisfor comparing
/xA,,• •naximum possiblevalue of
W
fractional part of/xAm obtained when listening con- shapes,the curve for the women has been shifted
ditions are not optimum,
upward an additional 3 db because their total
s
syllable articulation,
power
was that much less than the men's.
R
over-all orthotelephonicresponse,
It
will
be observedthat there is an appreciable
intensity level of a single frequency tone,
difference
between the shapesof the Dunn and
threshold intensity level of a single frequency tone,
K
White spectra and the spectrum of the articula10 log•06fc,
width of critical bands of the ear in cycles,
tion testing crew. Because of the long interval
(•0--K),
(several years) between the two sets of measureB
the long average intensity per cycle level of the
ments, it has been impracticable to determine
B/
Bn

BE

m

B• t

B•

V

H

noise received from all sources,
component of B produced in a particular frequency
region by speechin the same region,
component of B produced in a particular frequency
region by speechin other frequency regions,
component of B from all sourcesother than speech,
level above thresholdof a critical band of noise, i.e.,
effective level,
•nasking, i.e., shift of threshold causedby noise,
(M--Z) for values of Z greater than 50 db,
the long average intensity per cycle level of an
idealizedspectrumof speechat one meter from the
lips (Fig. 2),
the long average intensity per cycle level of the

speechreceivedover a communicationsystem,
the actual speechlevel, for any talker, at two inches
from the lips, as measuredwith a sound level meter
with 40-db weighting,
level of a critical band of speechabove its threshold
level in the absenceof noise, i.e., band sensation
level,

E
p

the effectivesensationlevel of a band of speech,and
differencein db between the intensity in a critical
band exceededby 1 percent of •th secondintervals

of receivedspeechand the longaverageintensity
in the same band.

whether
or

the differences are real or result from one

more

of

the

numerous

differences

in

the

testing arrangementsand procedures.In view of
this and the substantial differenceswhich may
exist between the spectra of individual voices,the
smoothed and somewhat arbitrary compromise

u
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I0000
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Fro. 1. Comparisonof speechspectraat two inches
from lips.

6H. K. Dunnand S. D. White,J. Acous.Soc.Am. 11 ,

278 (1940).
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FIG. 2. Idealized long averagespeechspectrumat one meter
from lips in a sound field free from reflections.
8,0 I00

500
FREQUENCY

spectrum of Fig. 2 has been adopted for use in
this paper. For reasonswhich will appear later,
this spectrum is given at a distance of one meter
from the lips. The intensity of this spectrum,
integrated over the entire frequency range,
amounts to 65 db relative to 10-16watt/cm 'ø.The
correspondingfigure at 2 inches from the lips,
which is a more accurate point of measurement,
is 90 db. If the speechlevel of a speakerhaving
this idealizedspectrumwere measuredby a sound
level meter,7using flat weighting, with the microphoneat 2 inchesfrom the lips, the observedlevel
would be about 3 db higher than the integrated
value

or around

93 db.

This

difference

would

occur because readings of rapidly varying material tend to be taken on the frequent peaks.
With 40 db weighting the observedlevel should
be closeto the integrated level or 90 db.

I000
tN

CYCLES

5000
PER

10000

SECOND

FIG. 3. R.m.s. pressure,during one-eighth secondintervals, of speechat 30 cm from lips. Dunn and White compositedata for six men (reference6). Each curve showsthe
pressureexceededin the indicated percentageof intervals.

The same paper showsa similar set of data for
women's

voices.

These

charts

show the distri-

bution of i secondintervals (roughly the duration
of a syllable) with respect to the r.m.s. pressure
measured during these intervals in the frequency
bands indicated along the abscissa.The differences between levels which are exceeded by 1
percent and 50 percent of the intervals in the
bands are shown in Table
women talkers.

I for both the men and

It can be inferred

from this table

that the range over which the speechintensity
fluctuates and the relative occurrence of intervals

of different intensitiesare roughly the samefor all
bands and for both men and women. Taking all
the bands to be alike in these respectsresultsin
3.2 Level Distribution of Speech
certain simplificationsof the relationshipswhich
The spectra of speech which have just been are presented.
discussedrepresentthe average intensity over an
To determine the actual form of the speech
appreciable period of time. From moment to level distribution, the data taken with male voices
momentthe intensity of speechfluctuatesrapidly and the 1000-1400 cycle band have been used.
above and below this averagecurve giving rise, at
any frequency,to a level distribution of speechas
TABLE I. Difference in db between r.m.s. pressuresof
a function

of time. This distribution

is one of the

factors affecting the intelligibility of speechand
consequently enters into the relationships presented later. In Fig. 3, taken largely from Fig. 3
of the previouslymentionedpaper6by Dunn and
White, are shown the results of level distribution
measurements

made on a number of male voices.

? "ASA--American

Standard--Sound

Level

Meters

for

Measurement of Noise and Other Sounds" (Z24.3--1944)
July 28, 1944.

speechexceededin 1 percentand in 50 percentof one-eighth
second intervals.
Frequency

Men's

Women's

band

voices

voices

12 db
18
2l
20
19
18
18

15 db
18
21
21
21
20
20

250- 500
5OO- 7OO
700-1000
1000-1400
1400-2000
2000-2800
2800-4000
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Fro. 6. 120-dbloudness
contoursfor openair bornesounds.

2o

advantageous for reasons discussedlater to as-

o

ß o

o

INTENSITY

-lo

V.•.LONC

AVERAGE

-20

-•o

INTENSITY

Fro. 4. Cumulative level distribution of average in-

sumethat the distributioncontinuesasa straight
line up to 100 percentas shownby the dotted

tensity of speechin one-eighthsecondintervals in db versus line.
long average intensity. 1000-1400 cycle band of men's
If
ß

voices.

the same procedureis followedfor the other

bands and for women's voices it will be found

The first step was to computethe long average that the resultingcurvesare similar to the curve
intensity by integratingover all of the i second of Fig. 4, although they tend to be somewhat
intervals in this band. Then the level difference

steeper in slope. On the other hand it would be

between this long average intensity and the desirablefor the purposeof this paperto measure
averageintensitywhichwasexceededin 1 percent the level distributionwith bandsapproximating
of the intervals was determined. The value of 1 the critical band widthsof the ear (Section3.4),
percent was then plotted against this level difference to determine the point at the lower left

cornerof Fig. 4. The other points in the figure
were obtained by the same process,using the
levelsexceededin 5 percent, 10 percent, etc., of
the intervals. It will be seenfrom the resulting
curvethat 1 percentof the intervalshaveaverage
intensities12 db or moreabovethe longaverage

which are narrower bands than those used [n the
above measurements. This would cause some

reductionin the slopeof the curves. Figure 4
appearsto be a reasonablecompromisebetween
thesetwo offsettingfactors.In the development
of simplerelationshipsit will be convenientand
reasonablyaccurate to use the single curve of
this figureasapplyingto all frequencyregions.

intensity. It will be noted further that over the
3.3 Zero and 120 db Loudness Contours
rangebetweenthe 20 percentand the 80 percent
points of Fig. 4, the distribution can be closely
CurvesA and B of Fig. 5 showthe thresholds
representedby a straight line. Although no accu- of audibility for single frequency tones when
rate data are available to showthe shapeof the listening with one and two ears. These curves
curve above the 80 percent point, it will be apply to the most acute ears and indicate about

SINGLE
FREQUENCIES
A-

20

-20

'••

ONE

EAR

B-TWO
EAR%

CON'nNUOUS
S•'E½'•RUV
SOUNDS•
• •J•
(•v•

•x•ss•o

0100

,N •n•

500
FREQUENCY

IN

•

1000
GYCLES

PER

the absolute minimum of sound that can be
heard. The two ear curve is identical with the
zero loudness contour of the "American Standard
for Noise Measurement. "s The one ear curve is

the two ear curve increasedby the curve of
Fig. 9. In communicating
by speechmany of the
sounds,both wantedand unwanted,tend to approachthe continuousspectrumtype insteadof
being.discrete
frequencies.
Undertheseconditions
the applicationof the singlefrequencythreshold
ß

I

ß

5000 I0000
SECOND

8 "ASA--American

Standard for Noise Measurement"

Ft6. 5. Zeroloudness
contoursfor openair bornesounds. (Z24.2--1942)J. Acous.Soc.Am. 13, 102 (1942).
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tensities which actually exist in the ear except
over the lower part of the frequency range. To
use these curves in applications in which the
listening is done with head receivers,it is necessary to express the output of the receiver in
terms of the intensity of open airborne sounds
which produce the same sensationas the sounds

26

24

m 22

z 2o

from the receiver.

16

•oo

500
•'.•ou,',,,c.•

•ooo
m c•,c•.,'s

5ooo •oooo

3.4 Masking

•,,'.

FiG. 7. Criticalband widths(K) of ear. In •lb,

In most problems involving speechreception,
unwanted soundsare present in the ear of the
listener and reduce the sensitivity of the ear to
other sounds. This reduction in sensitivity is
curvesrequiresthe specificationof a band width known as masking and at any frequency the
over which the intensity of the continuous amount of the masking M is equal to the differspectrum sound is integrated. This is discussed ence between the levels/• and/•0 of a single frelater. For the presentit is sufficientto note that quency tone which are just audible in the
curve C of Fig. 5 may be considered as a presenceof the noiseand in the total absenceof

K- 10 log•0Wc,where Wc is the width of a critical band in
cycles. Curves A and B are, respectively,for one- and twoear listening.

threshold

curve

for

sound

of

the

continuous

spectrumtype, when its level is expressedin terms
of the intensity per cycle.
Curve B of Fig. 6 shows the two ear 120-db
loudnesscontour for singlefrequency tones taken
from the same source as curve B of Fig. 5.
Curve A of Fig. 6 for one ear listening was obtained by adding to curve B of the same figure
the curve of Fig. 9. The significanceof the 120-db

noise, or

M=/•-/•0.

(1)

The plot of M as a functionof frequencyis known
as the maskingspectrumof the noise.In general,
interferingnoisesin the ear of a listenerare of the
continuousspectrum type, such as room noise.
The masking relations provide a meansfor computing the masking causedby noiseof this type
loudness contours lies in the fact that more
whenits spectrumaffectingthe ear is known.The
intense sounds lying in the region above these amount of masking which is given by these relacurves are apt to annoy the listener, produce a tions is the threshold shift which would be
sensationof feelingor, if of sufficientlyhigh level, observed by a highly idealized group of indiproduce an actual sensation of pain. Curve C viduals whose thresholds /?0 in the absence of
applies to sounds of the continuous spectrum noiseare given by the curvesof Fig. 5. Actually,
type. This figure is of interest primarily in situa- the threshold varies greatly among individuals
tionswherethereisextremely
intense
noiseat the dependingupon such factors as fatigue, health,
receiving position and higher than normal levels and age,the chosencurvesrepresentingabout the
of receivedspeechare requiredfor the attainment absoluteminimum-of sound that can be heard by
the most acute ears. The formula will thus, in
of adequate intelligibility.
When there are no unwanted sounds in the ear
general,computea maskingfigurewhichis somethe practical limits within which the wanted what larger than would be observedby a random
soundsshould lie are bounded by the region just crew of observers.This, however, will usually be
above the 120-db loudness contour and the
of no practical importance becausecomputed
thresholdof audibility. These curvesapply to the levels of wanted sounds, above the same threshcase where the sound waves arrive from a source
old, will be too large by the same amount. The
at some distance from the observer who faces the
margin of the wanted soundsabove the unwanted
source in a place free of reverberation. The ones is largely independent of the absolute
intensities are measured with the observer out of
threshold of the observer provided the noise is
the sound field, but at the position he takes in above the actual threshold. Observed tone levels
listening. Thus they do not represent the in- which can just be heard in the presenceof ap-
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single frequency tones of noiseshaving continuous spectra,which do not changein intensity too
rapidly with frequency, is dependent only upon
the leveldifferencein db between (1) the intensity
of the noise integrated over a narrow frequency
band whosefrequency limits are somewhatbelow
and above the frequencyof the maskedtone, and
(2) the singlefrequency thresholdintensity in the
absence of noise. These narrow

as critical

bands are known

of the critical

bands is a function

of fre-

quency, varying from about 30 cycles at low
frequencies to several hundred cycles at high
frequencies.
,

The

level difference

in db between

the noise

intensity integrated over a critical band and the
single frequency threshold (•0) is given by

Z=(B+K)-•o=B--(•o-K),

(2)

where

z =level above threshold of a critical band of noise, i.e.,
effective level,
B = the long average intensity per cycle level of the noise
received from all sources, expressedin db above
10-• watt/cm •,
K--10 1og10Afe,
where 6f, is the critical band width in
cycles.

The valuesof K for one and two ear listening,as
derived from maskingtests,are shownby Fig. 7.
The aboveexpressionfor effectivelevel is equivalent to referring the noise B to a new threshold
which is K db lower than the single frequency
threshold.Thus, insteadof always being obliged
to add a quantity K to the noisespectrum, it will
be more convenient,where the noisespectrum is
expressedin terms of the intensity per cycle, to
subtract

8O

e• 6o
•

5O

•

ao

20

o

- Io

0

lo
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4(5
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80

EFFECTIVE
LEVEL
(Z) IN DB
FIG. 8. Relation

between

the effective

level of noise in

any frequencyregionand the resultingmaskingin the same
region.

bands 9 of the ear and the above level

difference at any frequency is referred to as the
effective level of the noiseat that frequency. The
width
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preciable amounts of noise should be in good
agreementwith computedtone levelsobtained by
adding computed maskings to the idealized
threshold curve, regardless, within fairly large
limits, of the absolute thresholds of the observers.
Tests have shown that the masking effect on

SOUNDS

from B a new threshold

X where

X=•o-K

(3)

Z=B-X.

(4)

and then

• H. Fletcher and W. A. Munson, J. Acous.Soc.Am. 9, 1
(1937).

The value of X is shown by the bottom curve of
Fig. 5. It may be noted that the differencesbetween the one- and two-ear single frequency
threshold curves in Fig. 5 are identical with the
differences between the one- and two-ear K's of

Fig. 7. As a result, a singlevalue of X appliesto
both one- and two-ear listening.
When

the value

of the effective

level

Z

is

known, the amount of masking M that is producedcan be read from the curve* of Fig. 8. As a
matter of interest, it will be noted that the

masking and the effective levels are equal over
the range of 20 to 50 db masking. Within this
range a tone can just be heard through a steady
noisewhen the intensity of the former is equal to
the intensity of the noise integrated over the
critical band in the region of the tone. However,
as the effective level in a band increases above 50

db the resultingmaskingincreasesat a somewhat
faster rate. The testswhich gave this result used
noisescoveringa broad frequencyrange as they
generally do in communication problems. This
upturn in the masking curve under such conditions has a bearing on somepractical problems.
For example, considera casewhere the only important noise affecting a listener is transmitted
along with a signal and the absolute level of
reproduction can be varied. Under these conditions, where the signal-to-noise ratio remains
constant, the signal may not be heard as well at
an intenselevel of reproductionas at somelower
* The valuesof K and M vs.Z of the presentreport differ
slightly from those given in reference 9 as a result of
additional experimental data.
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is also

worthy of note. Figure 8 shows that some
masking is produced by noise even though it is
below the threshold of audibility (Z less than
zero db). This is exactly the effect which would be
obtained

if the threshold
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differences

in tone levels for one- and two-ear

listening representthe differencesin their K's can
be shown by noting that the level of a tone which
can just be heard in the presenceof noiseis, from
Eq. (1), given by

in the absence of noise

•=M+•0.

were itself determined by a residual noise, which
From Eq. (2) the effective level of the noise is
combines on a power basis with other noises

which may be present.The form of the masking
curve over its entire range is given by
M=(B(+)X)-X+m,

(s)

Z =B+K-•50.

Also, for the levels used in the above tests, the

•masking
M is numericallyequalto the effective

level of the noise; thus Z in the secondequation
where (+) represents power addition of the
can be substituted for M of the first equation,
quantities B and X, and m is the amount, in db, which can then be written
that the masking exceedsthe effective level of the
i•=B+K.
(6)
noise.Values of m for effective levelsgreater than
50 db are given in Table II; for values of Z less
In this equation B is the intensity level per cycle
than 50 db, m is zero.

At this point it may be of interest to indicate
the reasonswhy the differencesbetween the oneand two-ear

thresholds

and the one- and two-ear

K's are taken to be alike. Figure 9(A) showsobserved differencesin the acuity of hearing of the
best ear and the average of both ears, taken from
Fig. 20 of a paper•øby Fletcher and Munson. The
effect of one- rs. two-ear listening on K was determined by adjusting the levels of single frequency tonesuntil they could just be heard in the
presenceof a noise of the continuous spectrum
type. This was donealternately with one- and twoear listening, while maintaining the same noise

of the noise and/• the intensity level of the tone
which can just be heard. It follows that, if the
tone level/• is greater with one ear listening than
with two, the value of K must increase by the
same amount

since B was constant

for the two

conditions.
4. RESPONSE

CHARACTERISTICS

An over-all response which has been called
"orthotelephonicTM
response"is usedfor applying
the information of the preceding section to the
derivation of the intensity of speechreceivedover
a communication system. This responsemay be
thought of as a usageresponse,in that it includes
level for both conditions. These tests showed that
the effectson the receivedspeechof distance and
higher tone levels relative to the noiselevels were coupling between the microphone and the
required when listening with one ear as compared speaker'smouth and the coupling of the receiver
to two. These differences, which will be shown to to the ear. By definition a telephonesystem has
represent the differencesin K for the two condi- an orthotelephonic responseof zero db at all
tions are indicated by Fig. 9(B). It will be seen frequencies when it can be replaced by a onethat a singlecurve representsthesemaskingdata meter air path, between talker and listener,
and alsothe audibility data of Fig. 9(A). That the without changing the loudness of the received
speech at any frequency. The speaker and
TABLe. II. Values of m to the nearest db.
Z in db

m in db

Z in db

54-60
61-65

1
2

78-80
81-83

66-70
71-74
75-77

3
4
5

84-86
87-89
90-91

listener

m in db

6
7
8
9
10

face each other

in an otherwise

structed sound field. Listening to the sound over
the air path is done with either one or two ears,
depending upon whether one or both ears are
used with the communication system.
A telephone system having the above characteristics is designated as an orthotelephonic system. It is convenient to specify the output of such

•0H. Fletcher and W. A. Munson, J. Acous.Soc. Am. 5,
82 (1933).

unob-

n A. H. Inglis, Bell Sys. Tech. J. 17, 358 (1938).
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the sound

field. As a result, the speech received over an
orthotelephonic system is identical to that received over the air system in loudnessand intensity when the talker speaksat the same level
in both cases. Specifying the intensity of the
receivedspeechin this manner is in conformity
with the manner of expressing the zero and
120-db loudnesscontours discussedin the previous section.

INCRITICAL
BAND
WIDTH
(IK)
•)• 0100
'"' '"'

500 I000

Bi•
•'
5000 I0000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Fro. 9. Differencesbetween one-ear and two-ear listening.

If a telephone system, which is not an orthotelephonic system, has an orthotelephonic responseof R db at any frequency, this meansthat
the speechreceived over an orthotelephonicsystem, at the same frequency, must be raised R db
in intensity to be as loud as that heard over the
telephonesystem in question. Thus the intensity
level of speechreceived over a telephone system
at any frequency is the sum of the intensity level
of speech at one meter from the lips and the
orthotelephonicresponseof the system.
In general,a personwill talk at a different level
than that correspondingto the idealized spectrum of Fig. 2. Correctionfor this can be made by
raising the spectrum by an amount V-90, where
V=the actual speech level, for any talker, at two inches
from the lips in db rs. 10-•ø watt/cm 2, as measured
with a soundlevel meter using 40 db weighting,
90 =the correspondinglevel for the idealized speechspectrum of Fig. 2 when shifted to the two inch point.

The above information

can be combined

into

the following equation for computing the intensity levelsof receivedspeech:
Bs= B•'-i- ( V-- 90) -i-R,

(7)

where

B•=the long a•?erage intensity per cycle level of the
speech received over a communication system,
expressedin db rs. 10-•ø watt/cm 2,
B•'=the long average intensity per cycle level of an
idealized spectrumof speech(Fig. 2) at one meter
from the lips in a place free of reverberation, expressedin db rs. 10-•6 watt/cm •.

rained with speechdelivered by a telephonereceiver. It is equally important to note that the
intensity level of received noise B, discussed
previously, is also expressedin the same terms.
In concludingthis sectionit may be in order to
bring out some of the practical aspectsof the
problem of obtaining the orthotelephonic response of a telephone system. The over-all
responseis not usually measured as a whole in
accordance with the above description but is
derived from separate measurementsof the response of microphone, electrical circuit, and
receiver. The circuit responsesare derived from
purely physical measurementsusing single frequency tones. The real ear responsesof receivers
are also determined with single frequency tones
by balancing t•he tone heard in the receiver
againsta comparisontone of the samefrequency
transmitted over a one-meter air path. The intensity of the output of the receiveris specified,
exactly as described above, in terms of the
intensity of the 'comparisontone, measuredin the
free sound field. The input to the receiver is
measured in any suitable terms which will combine properly with the measurementsof circuit
response up to the receiver. Receiver measurements made in this way are usually accompanied
by purely objective measurements,using mechanical couplers for example, from which conversionfactors are obtained which do away with
the need for further

real ear measurements

on

other receiversof the same type.
The intensity level of the receivedspeechB• is, of
The real voice responseof a linear microphone
course,in terms of the free field intensity which can be obtained from two sets of measurements.
produces, in the uncovered ear of an observer In one, a person speaks into the microphone,
placed in the sound field, the same sensationob- taking whatever positionwith respectto it that
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is regarded as typical, while measurementsare the intensity is carried largely by the harmonics
made of the output of the microphone in narrow of the fundamental frequency of the voice and
frequency bands throughout the entire frequency tends to be concentrated in one or more distinct
range. In the other, a similar analysis is made of frequency regions, each sound having its oxvn
the speechintensity near the lips of the speaker, characteristic regionsof prominence.The consousually at two inches, the microphone having nant sounds, as a group, have components of
been removed from the sound field. These latter
higher frequency and lower intensity than the
speechintensities,or these intensitiesreducedto vowel sounds. In addition, the intensity tends to
one meter from the lips, are taken as the input to be scattered continuously over the frequency
the microphone. Supplementing these measure- region characteristic of each sound. Thus when
ments by objective responsemeasurementsusing, the elementary soundsare combined in sequence
for example, single frequency tones and an arti- to form syllables, words, and phrases, there is a
ficial voice, provides conversion factors which continuous successionof rapid variations in
enable real voice responsesof other microphones intensity, not only in particular frequencyregions
of the same type to be derived from purely ob- but also along the frequency scale.The interprejective measurements.These conversion factors tation of speechreceivedby the ear dependsupon
allow for the interaction
effects and distance
the perception and recognition of these conlosses between the artificial
source and microstantly shifting patterns.
phone relative to these effects between a real
The importance of the different regions of invoice and the microphone.The application of this tensity and frequency to the recognition process
metho(t without modification, to non-linear micro- was determined, in the investigation described
phones,can give results which may be somewhat here, by articulation tests, using a test circuit
in error due to modulation products,generatedby into which electrical networks and different
the microphone when complex waves of speech amounts of attenuation were introduced to alter
are impressedupon it. This may be avoided by a the intensity-frequencydistribution and level of
more complicatedprocedurebeyond the scopeof the called material prior to its reception by the
this paper to describe.It is also beyond the scope listeners. The material consisted of meaningless
of the paper to go into details concerningthe re- monosyllablesof the consonant-vowel-consonant
sponsesneededfor determining the levelsof noise type. The results were expressedas the percentin the ear. It shouldbe sufficientto point out that age of syllables of which all three component
the basic noise data and the responseof each soundswere perceivedcorrectly. This percentage
separate path by which noise can enter the ear is designated as the syllable articulation, or
shouldbe so coordinatedand expressedthat they simply the articulation, of the condition tested.
can be combinedto give the noiseintensity in the The sounds used in these syllables include those
commonly used in conversation.•2 A detailed deear in the same terms as the received speech.
scriptionof this method, includingthe reasonsfor
5. ARTICULATION
INDEX
its choice, is given in other papers.TM
Syllable articulation, in commonwith all other
5.1 General
known subjectivemeasuresof intelligibility such
A distinguishing characteristic of speech is as word or sentence intelligibility, has certain
movement. Conversation
at the rate of 200 words
limitations which impair its usefulnessas a basic
per minute, correspondingto about four syllables index. First, the value obtained from tests is not
and ten speechsoundsper second,is not unusual. independent of the skill and experienceof the
During the brief period that a sound lasts, the testers. This difficulty can be partially overcome
intensity builds up rapidly, remains compara- by calibrating a crew and correcting the results
tively constant for a while, then decays rapidly.
The various sounds differ from each other in their

build-up and decaycharacteristics,
in length, in

total intensity,and in the •i•tribUtion of the
intensitywith frequency.With the vowelsounds

l•'N. R. French, C. W. Carter, Jr., and W. Koenig, Jr.,
Bell Sys. Tech. J. 9, 290 (1930).
1•H. Fletcher and J. C. Steinberg, Bell Sys. Tech. J. 8,
806 (1929).
14T. G. Castner and C. W. Carter, Jr., Bell Sys. Tech. J.
12, 347 (1933).
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by methodsdescribedelsewhere.
ia Of more importance is the fact that syllable articulation, in

band of speechfrequenciesand n the number of

common with other subjective measures, is not
an additive measure of the importance of the
contributions made by the speechcomponentsin
the different frequencyregions.Stated differently,
the articulation observedwith a given frequency
band of speech is not equal to the sum of the
articulations observed when the given band is

divided for computational purposes,the articulation index A of the total band reaching the

subdivided

into narrower

bands which

are then

individually tested. For the purpose of establishing relations between the intelligencecarrying
capacity of the componentsof speechand their
frequency and intensity, a more fundamental
index free of the above defects is needed. Such an

index, called "articulation index," can be derived
from the results of articulation tests. The magnitude of this index is taken to vary between zero

and unity, the former applying when the received
speechis completely unintelligible, the latter to
the condition of best intelligibility.
The articulation index is based on the concept
that any narrow band of speechfrequencies of a
given intensity carriesa contribution to the total
index which is independent* of the other bands
with

which

contribution

it is associated
of all

bands

and that
is the

the total

sum

of the

narrow

bands into which the total band is sub-

listener is

A = Z• zXA.

(8)

The value of AA, which is carried by any narß

rowfrequencyband,variesall the way fromzero
to a maximum value aAm as the absolute levels of

speech and noise in the ear are independently
varied over wide ranges.Letting W representthe
fractional part of aAm which is contributed by a
band with a particular combinationof speechand
noise, the value of articulation index for that

band is given by
AA = W, AA,•.

(9)

A = Z• W. AA,,•.

(10)

Hence,

The establishmentof relations for computing A
thus involves two main steps: (1) the deterlnination of the incrementsof frequencywhich give
equal values of AA• throughout the frequency
range and (2) the determination of relationships
between W and the levels of speechand noisein
the ear.

The desired relations

are derived

below from

contributionsof the separatebands. Letting AA
represent the articulation index of any narrow

the results of articulation

in neighboringbands.

varying the absolutelevel of the receivedspeech.

tests on a broad-band

transmissionsysteminto which high passand low
pass filters were inserted. The system included
* Not absolutelytrue; the contributionof a band may be distortionless attenuators and amplifiers for
modifiedsomewhatby maskingproducedby intensespeech
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sponding to any value of articulation shown on
these figures.
During each articulation test electrical measurementswere made of the total speechoutput of
the microphone.Computationswere alsomade to
determine what the output of the microphone
would be with a talker having the speechspectrum of Fig. 2. By comparing these results it is
estimated that this particular articulation testing
crew talked at an acousticlevel 4 db higher than
that to which Fig. 2 applies.

o• 6o

J

"' 40
J

20

o

500
FREQUENCY

1000
IN CYCLES

5000

10000

test circuit. A0 is articulation

index of test circuit

at its

optimum setting.

The orthotelephonicresponseof the systemwith
particular settingsof attenuators and amplifiers
is shownby curveA of Fig. 28. The departuresof
this responsefrom flatnesslargely reflect usage
factors and the method adopted for specifying
the receiver output, which were discussedearlier
in the paper. For example an imperfect seal between a receiverand the ear providesa shunting
leakage path to the outside air and causes the
drop in responsenoted at low frequencies.
The results of a few articulation

tests with

the

frequency band limited by filters appear in a
previous papera by one of the writers. The
smoothed results of more comprehensivetests,
whichprovidethe basisfor the followingrelations,
are given by Figs. 10 and 11. The former applies
to low passand the latter to high passfilters. The
resultsare compositedata taken with men's and
women'svoices.The ordinate of the curvesrepresents the percentage of syllables which were
recorded correctly. The abscissa is the orthotelephonic responseat 1000 cycles of the test
before insertion

5.2 Relation between •Am and :•requency

PER SECOND

FIG. 12. Syllablearticulationversuscut-off frequencyof
high passand low passfilters at two different settingsof

circuit

J.

of the filters.

The

filters

introduced a negligible loss within their passed
bands and also caused practically complete suppress.ionof the speechcomponentsbeyond their
cut-off frequencies.Thus the abscissaof Figs. 10
and 11, in combination with the responseCurve
A of Fig. 28 and the cut-off frequency of the
filters, permits the determination of the response,
at all frequencies, of the test condition corre-

Referring now to the curvesof Figs. 10 and 11,
it will be noted that articulation risesrapidly as
the circuit responseis varied to raise the level of
the receivedspeechand reachesa maximum value
at about the samesetting of the systemwith each
of the filters. The 1000-cycleorthotelephonicresponseof the system at this generally optimum
setting is q-10 db. The articulation values indicated for the different filters at this setting,
plotted against the filter cut-off frequencies,are
shown by the top pair of curves of Fig. 12. Now
letting S• representthe indicatedvalue of syllable
articulation when the frequency range below a
certain cut-off frequency is transmitted and
the syllable articulation when the range above
the samecut-off frequencyis transmitted, it will
be noted that the sum of S• and S2 is generally
greater than the articulation S3 observed when
both bands are transmitted together. In other
words, the articulation of 27 percent for a 1000cyclelow passfilter, whenaddedto 89 percentfor
the complementary high pass filter, does not
yield the value of 98 percentwhich was observed
for the full band. It follows, therefore, that

syllable articulation is not an additive index.
This

is also true

for observed

values

of letter

articulation, word articulation and sentence in-

telligibility. However, the curvesof Figs. 10 and
11 offer a means of deriving an additive index
from the articulation test data, as described
below.

Sincethe full-band systemwhich was usedmay
not be an optimum systemfor articulation, the
articulation index of the speechreceivedover it,
which is presumablycloseto but not necessarily
equal to unity at the optimum level, is here
designated A0. For this value of articulation
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index the syllable articulation is that observedfor
the full-band at a setting of q-10 db, or S=98
0.8
percent. It will be noted alsofrom Fig. 12 that the
high pass and low pass filter curves for this
q- 10-db condition intersect at about 1900 cycles;
oZO•
this meansthat for this particular system half of
the articulation index carried by the full-band of
received speechis below and half above this fre- ß 0.4
quency.At the point of intersectionthe observed
value of S was 68 percent and consequently a
syllable articulation of 68 percent for this particular testing group correspondsto an articula-
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If the top curve of Fig. 10 is now referred to,
this curve applying to a 7000-cyclelow passfilter
and also to the unrestricted band, it will be noted

that, by increasing
the attenuationof the system,
the S of the full band can be reduced to 68 percent which, as previously noted, correspondsto
an articulation index of 0.5A0. The 1000-cycle
responseof the system at which this occurs is
-30.6 db. If the syllable articulation obtained
with the different filters at this setting of the
system is now plotted against the cut-off frequencyof the filters, another pair of intersecting
curveswill be obtained as shownin the lower part
of Fig..12. The articulation index of each of the
two complementary bands, below and above the
frequency of intersection (1700 cycles), consequently hasby definition an articulation index of
0.25A0 and the correspondingvalue of S is 25
percent. This procedure may be followed further
ioo
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ARTICULATIONINDEX AS A FRACTIONOF' A0

FIO. 13. Relation between syllable articulation and
articulation index. The latter is expressedas a fraction of
the articulationindex (A0) of the test circuit at its optimum
setting.
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articulation

index and cut-off

frequency at three different settings of the test circuit.
Articulation index is expressedas a fraction of the articulation index (A0) of test circuit at its optimum setting.

to find that a syllable articulation of 8 percent
correspondsto an articulation index of 0.125A0.
Knowing from the above that a syllable articulation of 25 percentcorrespondsto an articulation
index of 0.25A0 referenceis again made to the
q-10 db curves of Fig. 12. It will be seen that a
low pass filter (about 950 cycles) yielding an
articulation index of 0.25A0 has as its complement a high passfilter having a syllable articulation of 90 percent. Since the contributions of
these two complementary filters must add to A0
it follows that S--90 percent correspondsto an
articulation index of 0.75A0. By following these
proceduresa sufficientnumber of points may be
found to determine satisfactorily the curve shown
in Fig. 13. This curve showsthe relationship between syllable articulation and articulation index
expressedas a fraction of the articulation index
A0 of the full-band of the speechreceived at its
optimum level over the systemwhich was tested.
Having obtained the relationship, shown in
Fig. 13, it is now possibleto construct a set of
curves showing, for each of several levels of the
full-band of speech, the cumulative total of
articulation index, expressedas a fraction of A0,
as the upper end of the passedband is increased

in frequency. This is accomplishedby reading
from Fig. 10 the syllable articulation values
obtained

with

all the filters at each of several

fixed settingsof the full band system,converting
these values of S into fractional values of A0 by
means of the curve of Fig. 13 and plotting the
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percent above unity. If a value of unity is
assignedto the articulation index of the speech
received over an optimum system, this means
that the speech received over the system tested

2

• 0.05
•) 0.04
_

• 0.03

had an articulation index of 0.97, or .4o=0.97.

0.02

.•

J.

With this information the curve of Fig. 13,
showing the relation of syllable articulation to

O.Ol

-%0

- 40

- •0

0

•0

40

articulation index as a fraction of .40, can be

converted to a relation between syllable articulation and absolute values of articulation index by
FIG. 15. Fractional values of A0, the articulation index of
the test circuit at its optimum setting,carried by individual multiplying the abscissaby 0.97. The resulting
bands. Curve A--band from 1300 to 1520 cycles. Curve curve is shown on Fig. 23. Although this curve
B--band from 490 to 620 cycles.
may be lacking in general interest the detailed
description of how it was obtained is of general
resultsagainstthe cut-offfrequencyof the filters.
interest since the same method could be used by
The resultsof this operationare shownin Fig. 14.
others who might start with a system having
The next step is to separate the frequency
different responsecharacteristicsfrom that used
range into a large number of bands (20 were in the tests which have been described.
ORTHOTELEPHONIC
OF TEST CIRCUIT

RESPONSE
WITHOUT

AT I000 CYCLES
FILTERS-DB

used) having equal fractional values of A0. The
We are now in a position to draw up a cumu-+-10-dbcurve of Fig. 14 is usedfor this purpose lative curve of the absolute value of articulation
since this is the optimum setting of this system
index versusfrequency when all bands are simulwith the full band. Having establishedby this
taneously at their optimum settings. The maximethod the frequencylimits of bands of equal mum value of articulation index which can be
importance(.05A0) in the systemtested,the concontributed by each of the twenty bands distribution of these bands at other levels can be
cussed above is obtained by multiplying the
read from a completefamily of curveslike those
maximum value of eachof the twenty curves,like
of Fig. 14. The resultingvaluesare then plotted
thoseof Fig. 15, by 0.97. The resulting value for
againstthe orthotelephonicresponseof the systhe band of lowest frequency, plotted against the
tem at 1000 cycles* to obtain, for each of the
upper frequency limit for this band, provides one
twenty bands, curvesof the type illustrated by
point on the desired curve. By adding successive
Fig. 15. These curves show that the increment
bands, one at a time, the final relation, shown by
AA, carriedby a band, first increasesas the gain
the curve of Fig. 16 is obtained. It differs only
of the systemis increased,then reachesa maxislightly from the top curve of Fig. 14 which
mum value after which it drops off slowly as the
gain is further increased.If the systemtestedhad
/
been an optimum system,the maximumcontribution of each of the twenty bandsshouldbe .05,
since the frequency limits of the bands were
selectedon the basisof a 5 percent contribution
z-0.6
by each band at the optimum setting of the
system.Also the maximum contributionof each
band should occur at the same setting of the
_,20.4
system.Inspectionof the curvesof Fig. !5 shows
/
that neither of these expectationsis precisely
0.2
fulfilled, thus indicating that the testing system
fell somewhatshort of beingan optimum system.
Actually, a summationof the maximumvaluesof
O0
/
500 1000
5000 10000
AA0 of the twenty curvesgives a value about 3
1.0

o

/

FREQUENCY

IN

CYCLES

PER

SECOND

Fro. 16. Articulation index versuscut-off frequency. All
* Any otherparameterwhichreflectschangesin received
level,suchas the response
of the systemwithin eachof the bandsare at their optimum levels.Curve is basedon about
20 bands, could be used equally well.

equal numbers of men's and women'svoices.
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TABLe. III. Frequency bands making equal (5 percent)
contributions

to articulation

index when all bands are at

their optimum levels. Composite data for men's and
women's

voices.
Frequency

Frequency

limits

Band

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

cycles

250-375
375-505
.
505-645
645-795
795-955
955-1130
1130-1315
1315-1515
1515-1720
1720-1930

limits

Band

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.04

!/////

0.03

cycles

1930-2140
2140-2355
2355-2600
2600-2900
2900-3255
3255-3680
3680-4200
4200-4860
4860-5720
5720-7000

\

///

basic studies of

this nature which, caused by the particular
characteristics of the circuits which may be
employed, may require greater corrections.
The derivative or slopeof the curve of Fig. 16
at any frequency showsthe importance of that
frequency with respect to its maximum possible
contribution to articulation index. At any frequency the product of the slopeof this curve and
the factor W, discussedin the next section,represents the contribution of this frequency to the
total articulation index. In general, the levels of
speechand noise in the ear, and hence W, will
vary sufficiently slowly with frequency to permit
the use of a singlevalue of W over a considerable
frequencyrange. For the generalrun of computations twenty values of W at suitably selected
frequenciesshouldbe adequate. For this purpose,
it is convenientto divide the frequencyrange into
twenty parts or computationbandssuchthat the
maximum possiblecontribution of each band is
equal to that of the others and to determine W
at the mid-frequency of each band. The limits of
the twenty bandschosenin this way are obtained
by reading from the continuouscurve of Fig. 16
the frequenciescorrespondingto all the articul.ation indices which are multiples of .05. These
band limits are given in Table III.
The importance curve of Fig. 16 is based on
compositedata taken with about equal numbers

105

0.05

applied when the system used was tested at its
optimum setting. In fact, the differencesbetween
the two curves are so small that it is open to
questionwhether the data are sufficientlyprecise
to justify the above operation in this case. It is
believed, however, that the operation will be of
interest in the event of additional
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carried by narrow bands. Band limits are so chosenthat the
articulation index of each band is 0.05 at its optimum level.

of men

and

women

talkers.

Men's

voices

are

about an octave lower in pitch than women's and
the latter tend to be somewhat richer in high
frequency sounds.As a result it is probable that
separate importance curves for men's and
women's voices would approximate the curve of
Fig. 16 in shape but be shifted somewhat toward
lower and higher frequencies,respectively.
5.3 Variation

of AA with Level

Having obtained the frequency limits of the
twenty bands which individually contribute 0.05
to articulation index when each band is making
its maximum possiblecontribution, the next step
is the determination

of the contribution

of each

band under other than optimum conditions.This
includes the specification of the conditions in
usable terms. The starting point is the twenty
curves illustrated by the two curves of Fig. 15.
The ordinates of these curves are first multiplied
by 0.97 to convert to absolute values of articulation index, as discussedpreviously.They are then
used to draw up additional curves of cumulative
articulation index rs. frequency, similar to the
curve of Fig. 16 but for levels 10, 20, 30, etc., db
below the optimum level of each band, or above
the reasonablywell-definedsettingsat which the
contribution of the individual bands drops to

zero[After smoothingthesecurves,onefor each
relative level, they are divided into bands having
the frequency limits of Table III. The contribution of each of these bands at each level is then

obtained from the new set of curves (not shown)
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lines except in the region where the articulation
index is approaching a maximum and that the
slopesof the straight line portions are approximately alike and equal to about 3 db for a change
of 10 percent in W. This is the same slope that

0.04

0.03

was derived

0.02

0.01

-60-so-40-30-20-,0
ORTHOTELEPHONIC

0
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RESPONSE

FIG. 18. Effect of level variations
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40
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index

carried by narrow bands. Band limits are sochosenthat the
articulation index of each band is 0.05 at its optimum level.

and plotted to obtain the twenty curves of
Figs. 17-20, inclusive.These show the effect of
level changeson the articulationindexcarriedby
eachof the twenty equally important bands.The
abscissa of each curve is the orthotelephonic
responseof the transmissionsystemat the midfrequencyof the particular band. The specification of the responseof each band in this xvay
was accomplished
by shifting the abscissaof the
curvesillustrated by Fig. 15 by the amount that
the orthotelephonicresponseat the band frequenciesexceedsthe orthotelephonicresponseat
1000 cycles, Curve A of Fig. 28 providing the
necessarydata.

The absoluteplacementof the curvesapplies
only to the particular acoustictalking level used
in the basic articulation

tests. However,

the

noted that these curves are essentially straight

for the level distribution

of

0.05

235S-2•00

IS

////
1•--14
,, 2600-2900
•,oo-,•,,
"•
12

0.02

I

0.01

which a band makes when it is not at an

optimum level is designatedby W. Curvesof W
againstlevel would consequentlybe identical in
shape to the curves of Figs. 17-20. It will be

earlier

speechin narrow bands (Fig. 4).
When speech,which is constantly fluctuating
in intensity, is reproduced at a sufficiently low
level only the occasional portions of highest
intensity will be heard, but if the level of reproduction is raised sufficientlyeven the portions of
lowest.intensity will become audible. Thus the
similarity in slopeof the straight line portions of
the W curves and the speechdistribution curve
suggeststhat W is equal to the fraction of the
i!•tervals of speechin a band that can be heard. It
will be noted, of course,that the shapesof the W
and speech curves are different in the region
where W is approaching zero. Actually the W
curves in this region cannot be determined accurately and probably do taper off in much the
same manner as the speech level distribution
(low portion of curve of Fig. 4).
As regards the upper part of the curves of
Figs. 17-20 it will be seen that their shapesin
this region do not agree with the speech level
distribution of Fig. 4. As pointed out previously
the latter was extrapolated in the 80-100 percent
region and consequently may be in error. For
reasonswhich will be pointed out later, it appears
advantageousto assumethat the straight line of

curvescan obviouslybe specifiedon an absolute
basis,if desired,in terms of the absoluteintensity
of the receivedspeech,by adding to the abscissa
the intensity, in each band, of the crew'sspeech
at one meter. Such a group of curves could be
used. for computational purposes. A different
procedureis followed,however,to obtain a solution which will not only more readily handle
problemsinvolving noisebut also more clearly
bring out the nature of the relationships.
The fraction of the maximum possible contribution
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carried by narrow bands. Band limits are so chosen that
the articulation index of each band is 0.05 at its optimum
level.
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OF

Fig. 4 representsthe true speechlevel distribution
up to 100 percent (i.e., down to the lowest level
intervals) and to offer a different explanation for
the bendingover of the AA curves,and henceof
W, as the level of maximum contribution is approached.This is taken up later as the explana-

SPEECH

SOUNDS

0.05

0.04

If W is equal to the fraction of the time
intervals that speechin a critical band can be
heard, it shouldbe possibleto derive W from the
characteristicsof speechand hearing and to use
Figs. 17-20 for testing the method. The first step
in this processis the definition of a new term H,

LIi/

H= the level of a critical band of speechabove

ß

]

0.02

0.01

,
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where
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0.03

tion to be given involves a considerationof the
effects of noise.
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carried by narrow bands. Band limits are so chosen that
the articulation index of each band is 0.05 at its optimum
level.

its threshold level in the absence of noise.
This is termed the band sensation level.

ousspectrasounds.While speechis not rigorously
of this type, the spacing of its single frequency
components,
which are constantly varying up
H=Bs+p+K-i•o=Bs+p-X.
(11)
and down the frequency scale, corresponds
The terms B s, K, /•0, and X have been defined roughly to the width of the critical bands over
previously.The term p is the differencein db which the intensity has to be integrated to obtain
betweenthe intensity in a critical band exceeded a true measure of the sensation which is proby 1 percentof ith secondintervalsof received duced. Therefore, without much lossof accuracy,

The band sensationlevel of speechis given by

speechand the long average intensity in the

the same values of K and hence X, which have

same band.

been determined for sounds having continuous
spectracan be applied to speech.
Now referring back to Figs. 4 and 17-20 it will
be appreciated that there are certain consequencesthat can be tested if the hypothesisis
correct that W is equal to the proportion of the
p and K terms in the above equation. Since intervals of speechin a band which can be heard.

Tests have shownthat speechdoesnot become
inaudible until its long average intensity per
cycleis reducedto about 30 db belowthe single
frequency threshold /•0. This results from two
causeswhich bring about the introductionof the

speechis far from constant in intensity its

These are

threshold level in any frequency region is determined by the most intense sounds in that

(1) The computed sensation levels of the speech received in the 20 bands should be substantially alike when

region.As pointedout previously,the intensity
of thesesoundsintegratedover -}th secondtime

these bands all have the same value of W.

(2) The computed sensationlevel in each band for the

intervals and over frequency bands which ap- zero point of the twenty AA curves, which are drawn
down to the zero point as straight lines, should be 6 db.
proximatethe criticalbandsin width, is about 12 This results from the shapeof the speechlevel distribution
db above the long average intensity within the (Fig. 4) and the choiceof the 1 percenthighestintervals for
samebands;hencep = 12 db. Actually this differ- expressingthe sensationlevel of the speechin a band.
ence varies somewhat from band to band and in

The sensationlevel correspondingto W=0 is
desired
for each of the twenty frequency bands of
In the interestsof simplicityit is hereconsidered
Figs.
17-20.
Although thesebandsare wider than
to be independentof frequency.
the
critical
bands their sensation levels are
The need for the K term, which is of the order
of 20 db, has already been pointed out in con- neverthelessgiven correctly by Eq. (11). This

the direction of smaller values at low frequencies.

nectionwith the discussion
of maskingof continu- equation involvesBs which in turn is given by
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TABLE IV. Computation of the sensationlevel (H) of the
received speechat which W=O in the 1928-1929 articulation tests. For the particular crew, H=Bs'+ 16+R--X.
B8'

Band

1
2
3
4

R

X

H

(db)

(db)

(db)

(db)

36.5
36.6
35.7
33.4

--26
--33.5
--42
--48.5

--1.5
--8.0
--11.6
--14.1

28
27
21
15

J.

C.

STEINBERG

TABLE V. Values of W for values of E between 0

and q- 12 db.
E in db

W

E in db

1.0-2.2
2.3-3.1
3.2-3.9
4.0-4.6
4.7-5.3
5.4-6.0
6.1-6.6
6.7-7.2

.01
.02
.03
.04
.05
.06
.07
.08

8.4-8.7
8.8-9.1
9.2-9.5
9.6-9.9
10.0-10.3
10.4-10.7
10.8-11.1
11.2-11.5

7.3-7.8
7.9-8.3

.09
.10

11.6-11.8
11.9-12.1

.11
.12
.13
.14
.15
.16
.17
.18
.19
.20

5

30.7

-- 53.5

-- 15.7

9

6

28.3

--55

--16.7

6

7

26.0

--55

--17.5

5

8
9
10
11
12
13

24.0
22.1
20.4
18.9
17.5
16.1

--55
--55
--55
--55
--55.5
--56

--18.3
--19.4
--21.0
--23.3
--25.2
--26.6

3
2
2
3
3
3

possible differences in the manner in which the

14

14.6

--56

--27.8

2

latter were talked into and held to the ear in the

15
16
17
18
19
20

13.0
11.3
9.5
7.5
5.1
2.5

--56
--55.5
--50.5
--46
--41.5
-- 36

--28.5
--28.9
--28.8
--27.8
--25.1
-- 19.7

2
1
4
5
5
2

calibrating and articulation tests, the results for

.

bands 5-20

are considered to be in reasonable

agreementwith the requirementswhich are being
tested.

The levelscomputedfor bands ! to 5, inclusive,
are too high. However, they are qualitatively in
Eq. (7). Combining Eqs. (7) and (11) we obtain agreement with what would be expectedif there
had beena low level of room noisein the listening
H=Bs'+(V-90)+p+R-X.
booth during the tests, resulting in masking of
The term (V- 90) represents the acoustic the speech. Since room noise usually falls off
talking level of the particular articulation test rapidly with increasingfrequencyand the shieldcrew relative to the talking level correspondingto ing effect of receivers held against the ear inthe idealized spectrum of Fig. 2; hence (V-90)
creases with frequency, extraneous low level
is +4 db as mentionedpreviously.Also p is q-12 noisewould have its greatest masking effect in
db asdiscussedabove.Combiningthesenumerical the lowest bands, and negligible effects above
values, the values of H for this particular crew 1000 cyclesor so. One of several possiblesources
are given by'
of noise is the movements of the four observers
H=Bs'q-

16q-R-X.

This equation has been applied to the computation of H for eachof the twenty bandswhose
frequency limits are given on Figs. 17-20. The
values of Bs' and X, at the mid-frequenciesof the
bands, were taken from Fig. 2 and curve C of
Fig. 5. The valuesof the orthotelephonicresponse
R of the circuit

were read from the abscissa of

Figs. 17-20 at the points of zero contribution of
the twenty bands. The results of the computations are given in the last column of Table IV.
For bands 5 to 20, inclusive, the computed levels
are all within a range of 8 db and the average
level for these bands is within 2-} db of the required value of 6 db. In view of the many sources
of error, involving the measurement of the
acoustic level of the talkers, the real voice and ear

calibrations of microphone and receivers and

who were in the booth at the same time. Another

uncertainty at the lower frequencieslies in the
manner

in which the receiver is held to the ear.

The above computation of absolutelevels in the
ear involves the real ear responseof the receiver,
and consequentlythe tacit assumptionthat the
coupling between receivers and ears in the
articulation

tests was the same as in the sub-

jective determinationsof the receiver response.
Here again any differenceswhich may exist between the responsesin the two casesare likely to
be greatest at low frequencies.In view of these
various effects it is believed that the computed
absolute levels are sufficiently close to those requiredby the abovehypothesisof the significance
of •he W factor, to justify it as a workingbasisin
the formulation of a method for computing the
articulation index of received speech.
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levels between

6 and 36 db. To

provide a basis for accounting for the gradual
It is apparent that values of W over the range
tapering off of the twenty/XA curves as W= 1 is
from 0 to about 0.7 can be determined closely,for
approached,and alsofor evaluating the effectsof
speech reproduced over linear systems and
noisegenerally, this equation will be rewritten as
listenedto under quiet conditions,by computing follows:
the fractional part of the speechdistribution of
Fig. 4 which is above threshold.When more than
W=(E-6)/30,
(13)
about 70 percent of the speechdistribution is where E is a new term called the effective
above threshold in the absence of noise, an
sensationlevel of a band of speech,given by the
additional factor is included to account for the
following equation'
rounded portion of the/xA curvesof Figs. 17-20,
coveringvalues of W in the range from about 0.7
E=H-M,
(14)
to unity. This part of the curvescan be arrived at
where M is the maskingresulting from all sources
on the basis of a fatigue effect which may be
of interference, including the masking of speech
consideredas self-masking. On this basis the
on itself. By application of Eq. (11) this becomes
hearing of the relatively infrequent low level
soundsin a band is consideredto be impaired
E=(Bs+p-X)-M.
(15)
through a temporary lossof sensitivity owing to
This can be written in the following more conthe precedingsoundsof higher level in the same
venient form for computationsby replacingM by
band. This loss of sensitivity will be treated as
its equivalent from Eq. (5), or
equivalent to the effect of noise. It is necessary,
therefore, to develop relations for noisy condiE=Bs+p-m--(B(+)X).
(16)
tions beforethe developmentfor quiet condition
To obtain W, this expressionis substituted in
can be completed.
Eq. (13), and
If there were no such lossof sensitivity and no
other sourceof masking, and if the speechlevel
W= 1/30[-Bs+p--6-m-(B(+)X)-].
(17)
distribution is taken to be a straight line, the
This is the equation ordinarily used for comvalue of W for any speechband would be given,
puting W. Actually it is an approximation for
by the fraction of the speechintervals which have
values of W less than 0.2 (effective sensation
sensation levels above 6 db, or
levels lessthan 12 db). In caseswhere reception
W=(H-6)/30
(12) is poor and the effective sensationlevels of the
TABLE VI. Values of/go, X, K, and Bs' at selectedfrequencies. Values of K are in db; other quantities are in
db rs. 10-16 watt/cm 2.
Bands
for
which
AAmax

Band
center

Oue ear

Two

cars

=0.05

cycles

•50

K

•50

K

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

310
440
575
720
875
1040
1225
1415
1615
1825
2035
2250
2475
2750
3080
3470
3940
4530
5300

15.5
9.0
5.5
3.3
2.0
1.4
.9
.5
-- .2
--1.4
--3.3
--4.8
--5.9
--6.6
--6.9
--6.7
--5.9
--4.1
--0.3

17.0
17.0
17.1
17.4
17.7
18.1
18.4
18.8
19.2
19.6
20.0
20.4
20.7
21.2
21.6
22.2
22.9
23.7
24.8

14.0
7.5
4.0
1.8
0.5
--0.1
--0.6
--1.0
--1.7
--2.9
--4.8
--6.3
--7.4
--8.2
--8.5
--8.6
--8.0
--6.5
--3.3

15.5
15.5
15.6
15.9
16.2
16.6
16.9
17.3
17.7
18.1
18.5
18.9
19.2
19.6
20.0
20.3
20.8
2!.3
21.8

20

6350

-t-6.5

26.2

-t-2.6

22.3

1
2
3
4

TABLE VII. Values of (B (q-)X)B--X
(db)

--9
8
X
---

1.5
8.0
--11.6
-- 14.1
--15.7
--16.7
--17.5
--18.3
--19.4
--21.0
--23.3
--25.2
--26.6
--27.8
--28.5
--28.9
--28.8
--27.8
--25.1
--19.7

I3,st
36.5
36.6
35.7
33.4
30.7
28.3
26.0
24.0
22.1
20.4
18.9
17.5
16.1
14.6
13.0
11.3
9.5
7.5
5.1
2.5

7
6
5
4
3
2
--1
0

+1

X as a function of B--X.
(B(+)X)--X
(db)

0.5
0.6
O.8
1.0
1.2
1.5
1.8
2.1
2.5
3.0

3.5

2
3
4
5

4.1
4.8
5.5
6.2

6
7

7.0
7.8

8

+9

8.6

9.5
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below Bs, where Bs is the long average intensity

0.9

per cycle level of speech.This equivalent noise,

0.8

designatedby B/, is

B/=Bs-24.

0.7

ttO.6

(18)

Substitutingthis value of Bz for B in Eq. (17) it
followsthat, for quiet conditions,

o

W= l/30[-Bs+p--6--m
NOTE:
DOTTED
PORTION
ALLOWS
(19)
-- ((Bs-- 24)(+)X)•.
OF
THE
HIGHEST
PEAKS.The relationshipbetween W, as computedby
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FIG. 21. The W factor for quiet conditions.

speech
in a numberof computation
bandsareless
than 12 db, computationscan be improvedin
accuracyby usingEq. (16) and Table V for these
particularbandsto allowfor the departureof the
mostintensepart of the speechleveldistribution
from a straight line (Fig. 4). Values of rn are
givenin Table II for valuesof Z above50 db; at
lower levels rn is zero. Values of B s', from which
B s is derived, and of X are given by Table VI.

Valuesof (B(+)X) relative to X are given by
Table VII as a functionof (B--X). Outsidethe
range for which values are given, (B(+)X)
equalseitherB or X, depending
uponwhichisthe
larger.

this equation,and the sensationlevelof a speech
band, as computedby Eq. (11), is shownby the
continuouscurve of Fig. 21. This curveappliesto
the case where there is no noise and no non-linear
elements are between the voice and the ear to

changethe form of the time variation of speech
received in a band from that of the original

speech.If this curveis comparedwith the twenty
curvesof Figs. 17-20, it will be seenthat it is a
reasonablerepresentationof their shapesover the
entirerangebelowtheir maximumvalues.It may
be worth notingherethat the self-masking
factor,
which producesthe tapering effect as W approachesunity under quiet conditions,will also
producethe samesort of an effectwhen other
noisesare present,and whenthe speechis raised
to a level considerablyabove the noiselevel.
Figure21 indicatesthat the maximumcontributionof a bandof speechunderquietconditions,
exceptfor the equivalentnoiseof self-masking
B•,

In the aboveequationsB representsthe level
above 10-1øwatt/cm•' of the combinedintensity is reached at a band sensation level of 50 db. At
percycleof all thevariousnoises
reaching
theear thisspeechlevelthe effectivelevelZ of the noise
at any particularfrequency.In additionto the havingan intensityper cyclelevel of B• is only
usual sources of noise, B includes the noise 14db sinceB• is 24 db belowBs and the sensation
equivalentin its effectto the self-masking
of a levelof a speechbandis determinedby the levels
band of speechon itself and also the noise of speechp= 12 db aboveBs. The valueof m in
equivalentin its effect to the maskingof one Eq. (19) is consequently
zeroover the rangeof
speechbandon another.Theseare all combined the curve of Fig. 21.
on a powerbasisand the sumthen expressed
in
Referringnow to Fig. 8, it will be noted that
db. Self-maskingand interband masking are maskingdoesnot start to increase
fasterthan the
further consideredin the following sections.

effective level of noise until the latter exceeds 50

db. Consequently,
whenself-masking
is the only
sourceof masking,the valueof m in Eq. (19).does
It is nowpossible
to considerself-masking
and not changefrom zerountil the sensationlevel of
its effectson the form of the AA curves. Referring speech
in a bandrisesabove86db. It followsthat
back to Eq. (13) it will be seenthat if W is not to W for quiet conditions,as given by the above
hasa valueof unity for bandsensation
exceedunity the effective sensationlevel must equations,
not exceed36 db. This is accomplished
by taking levelsof speechrangingbetween50 and 86 db.
the equivalentnoiseof self-maskingas 24 db Thus the relations do not account for the reduc5.5 Derivation of W--Quiet Conditions
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tion of A at high speech levels as shown on
Figs. 17-20. Overloading in the ear, resulting in
the generation of intermodulation products,
which could act as noise,is a possibleexplanation
of this reduction. If the noiseequivalents of these
productscould be determined their effectscould
be allowed for, presumably, in the same manner
as other noises.It is possiblethat the downward
droop of the curves of Figs. 17-20 above the
optimum levelsis excessive.Becauseof the small
variation

of the measured

SOUNDS

u• 5o

uJ40

oj30

values of articulation

with level above the optimum level with the

5

of the individual

bands with

level in this region is not at all precise.
The unimportance of m, as discussedabove,
applies specificallyto quiet conditions.In problems involving high levelsof extraneousnoisethe
inclusionof m in the above equationsmay have a
considerable

I0

20

fn/rk

various filters, the derivation of the variation of
the contributions

111

effect on W.

FIC. 22. Function used in determining the masking of
speechby speechin lower bands.

effect has been developed but is too lengthy to
describe here and also too laborious in applications involving many computations.This method
involves, for example, the determination of the
effect of eachband of speechon eachof the other
bands. These effects are functions of the levels in

5.6 Interband Masking of Speech

each of the bands. In the computational method
Articulation tests have shown that at high described here a simpler but presumably less
received levels the articulation
tends to decrease
accurate procedurehas been followed. One simas the level is increased. The effect is most
plification is to consider the effect of a speech
evident in systems that contain pronounced band on only those bands which are of higher
peaks or frequency regions that are partially frequency.As in the caseof self-masking,it will
suppressed.The effect is believedto be causedin be convenient to considerthe interband masking
part by speechin one frequencyregion masking as equivalent to the maskingproducedby a noise
the speechsoundsin other frequencyregions.One B• in the speechband being masked. The estirather elaborate method for allowing for this mated intensity level of this equivalent noiseB •k
TABLEVIII. Q, i.e., the number of db that the noiseproducedin any band, by speechin any lower band, is below the
long average intensity of the speechin the lower band.
Producing
band

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

Band in which the noise is produced

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

49

62

70

75

78

81

83

85

85

44

56
42

64
52
40

70
61
50
38

74
67
57
49

78
71
64
56

80
75
68
62

82
78
71
66

85
83
79
75

86
84
81
78

86
85
83
79

87
85
84
81

87
86
85
82

87
86
85
83

87
87
86
84

87
87
86
85

87
87
87
86

87
87
87
87

36

46
35

54
45
35

59
51
43
35

70
64
56
50
42

72
67
61
55
47

75
70
65
59
52

78
72
69
64
57

79
75
72
67
63

81
83
77
80
75
77
71 ' 74
67
71

85
82
79
77
74

85
84
81
80
78

86
85
84
83
81

34

41
33

47
40
33

52
46
40
34

57
52
47
41
34

63
57
54
50
42

67
63
60
55
49

71
68
65
61
56

76
72
71
67
64

79
77
75
72
70

35

43
35

51
45
35

59
54
46

65
61
56

36

4o
39
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producedin band n by speechin band k is given for non-linear systems, discussedin Section 5.8,
or in cases where reception is poor and the
B•k=B•k-Q,
(20) effective sensationlevel (Eq. (16)) of the speech
where
in a number of the computation bands is less
than 12 db. In this event Eq. (16) should be
B•= the intensity level of speechin band k which is doing
used for these particular bands and the values
the masking,
by:

fk= the mid-frequency of band k, and
fn =the mid-frequency of the band n in which speechis
being masked.

The quantity Q, derived empirically, is given
on Fig. 22 as a function of (f,•/fk). Values of Q for
the particular frequency bands of Table III are
given in Table VIII. To simplify the computations Q is here taken to be independent of the
absolute level of B,•.

of W read from Table

V.

The quantity Bs is the level, in db rs. 10-•ø
watt/cm =, of the long averageintensity per cycle
of the received speech, the intensity being expressedas a free field intensity in the manner
described in Section 4. B is a similar quantity
but applies to the total noise per cycle received
from all sources.The value of p is ordinarily
taken as 12 db at all frequencies.X is a function
of frequency only; its values are given in Table
VI. Values of (B(+)X) relative to X are given

Assumingthe equivalent noisesfrom the various bands to combineon a power basis,the total
The term m
equivalent noise in band n produced by speech in Table VII as a function of B-X.
can be omitted unless extraneous noise of high
from all lower bands is given by
level is present; values of m as a function of the
B,•=B,•(+)B,•2(+)
. . .(+)B,•.,•_•.
(21) effective level Z of the noise B are given in
In cases where very high levels of speech are Table II, where
necessaryto ride over excessivelevels of noise,
and the responseof the communicationsystem
contains sharp peaks or dips, interband masking The value of Bs in Eq. (17) is given by
may be appreciablylargerthan theseformulas
Bs=Bs'+(V-90)+R,

(7)

indicate.

where ha' is the intensity level, at the appropriate frequency, of the idealized speechspectrum
of Fig. 2, values of which are tabulated in Table
If the speechfrequencyrange is subdivided,for VI. The symbol V representsthe actual speech
computational purposes, into twenty bands level of any particular talkers, at two inches
having the frequency limits of Table III, the from the lips, as determined by a sound level
value of zXAm for each band is 0.05 and the
measurement using 40-db weighting. R is the
articulation index of the received speech by orthotelephonic responseof the communication
Eq. (10)is
system at the appropriate frequency.
The value of B in Eqs. (4) and (17) is given
A = 0.05(W•+ W2+.-. W•0).
(10a)
by a new equation
The subscriptsrefer to the individual bands of
(22)
B =B•(-i-)Bs(-i-)B,•,
Table III. The value of W in any particular
computationband is determinedby the following where B representsthe intensity per cycle level
relation in which the quantities that vary with of the total noise from all sourcesexcept that
frequency are usually specifiedat the mid-fre- producedby the receivedspeech,and
quenciesof the bands
Bs=Bs-24
(18)
W= 1/30['Bs+p-6-m-(B(-i-)X)-].
(17) and
B,•=B,•(+)B,•.(+)
. . .B,•.,•_•,
(21)
The symbol (q-), between two terms expressed
in db, indicates that they are to be combinedon where n is the number of the particular band in
a power basis and then reconvertedto db. This which the noise is being determined and the
is the basic equation for determining W except subscripts1, 2, etc., refer to the bands, one to
5.7 Summary of Relationships--Linear Systems
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Fio. 23. Approximate relations between articulation index
and subjective measuresof intelligibility.
ß

(n-1), from which the noise arises becauseof
the speechin thesebands.The valuesof B,•, B,2,
etc., relative to the levels Bs of speechin bands
1, 2-.. (n-1), can be read from Table VIII.
In applying theserelationsit shouldbe noted
that the equivalent noisesBy and B, vary with
the level of the receivedspeechBs. B, can usually
be omitted entirely unless the responseof the
communicationsystem falls off rapidly with increasing frequency or has sharp peaks and
valleys.
5.8 Non-Linear Relation between Original and
Received Speech

by speechof higher levelsin the band, thus reducingthe maximum possiblevalue of W.
The effect of such an expanding action where
the output-input characteristicon a db basis is
approximatelylinear, but with a slopedifferent
from unity, can consequentlybe computedfrom
the relations which have already been given, by

consideringthe basicspeechlevel distributionto
be r times as broad as that shown in Fig. 4 and

then proceedingwith the computationsexactly
as if the instrument

W=(E-6)/30.

3:300 CYCLE
LOW PASS FILTER

• 40
i

z

by self-masking in conjunction with the effect

20
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0

ß
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19,5o
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PA,•S FILTER

,• eo
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40

which has the same shape of frequency response
characteristic. Attempts have been made to
explain this effect by consideringas noise the
resulting inter-modulation products of speech.
While there probably is such an effect, the refor

o

-

with a linear transmitter

can also be accounted

7.•3K)CYCLE
HIGH PASS FILTER

I00

Tests have shown that for a given value of received talking volume the articulation obtained
with a carbon transmitter may be somewhat

in articulation

(13)

In this equation the number 30 representsthe
rangebetweenthe maximumand minimumlevels
of speechin a band, assuminga straight line

linear element, such as a carbon transmitter.

less than that obtained

were a linear one. The re-

lationshipbetweeneffectivesensationlevel and
the W factor has already been given, as follows:

The above derivation of the W factor applies
to cases where the intensity of the received
speechin any band is proportional to the initial
speech.It is now necessaryto considerwhether
the same relations which specify the W factor in
such caseswill hold for caseswhere the speechis
transmitted through systems containing a non-

duction

SOUNDS

of the non-linear device in altering the level
distribution of the speechsounds. In some cases
the output of a carbon transmitter changesr db
for each db change in input, where r is nearly
constant over a considerablerange of levels and
is usually greater than unity. It follows that the
NOTE'
THES•
RELATIONS
aR6approximatE.
level distribution of the output of such a transOEPENO
UPON
TYPE
OF
mitter in a speech band would cover a range
which
TALKERS
AN
LISTENERS. is broader by the factor r than that of the
original speech.Consequentlyon the basisof the
self-masking theory, a greater fraction of the
lower level intervals of speechwould be masked
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Fro. 24. Comparisonof observedand computedresults
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istics of the non-linear

.\

4O

C.

1 percent of Ith secondintervals of speechand
the long average intensity of all intervals, which
may be changed in value by the expanding
action from the 12-db figure which applies to
the ordinary distribution of speei:hlevels. This
can be easily computed for any value of r, but
for values of r between 1 and 1.2 the values of p
are practically constant at 12 db.
In cases of compression,large ratios of expansion or expansionthat varies with level, it is
necessary to calculate the level distribution of
the received speechsoundsfrom the character-

100
A

J.

2500'x.,

tribution of speechshown in Fig. 4. The lower
curved portion of this distribution, rather than
the straight line approximation, should be used
in casesof compression.Then W can be computed by determining the fraction of sounds in
the modified

distribution

that are audible.

It can

be seen that, in general, this procedure will be
laborious and cannot be expressedin a con-

H.P. FILTER

E

device and the level dis-

F

venient

mathematical

form.

80

At the present time this treatment of nonlinearity should be regarded primarily as an
hypothesis. It has, however, been successfulin
explaining qualitatively the resultsobtained with
a few systems containing non-linear elements,
but other complicatingfactorsare also involved.
For example, in computations involving nonlinear elements the conceptionof responseis not
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Fro. 26. Comparisonof observedand computedresults
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articulation

tests. Points

show observed

the shape of the responsecharacteristic that is
obtained may vary widely, depending upon the
type of measurementthat is made. Considerable
caution must, therefore, be used in interpreting
the results of computations of the articulation
index of speech,receivedover systemscontaining
non-linear

elements.

data.

5.9 The Effect of Hearing Loss

relationshipbetweenpercentageof intervalsand
levels over the entire range. Consequentlywith
an expandingtype device the range is 30r and
Eq. (13) can be rewritten as follows:
W= (E-6)/3Or.

(23)

ß

The values of the effective sensation levels are

computedby Eq. (16) as before.This equation
containsa peak factor p, representingthe level
difference between the intensity exceeded by

The term/•0 used in the above relations is an
idealized threshold for single frequency tones
and is close to the minimum

of sound that

can

be heard by people having the most acute ears.
The hearingof mostpeoplewill be some10-15 db
less acute than this.TM In practical problems
• J. C. Steinbergand M. B. Gardner,J. Acous.Soc.Am.
11,270 (1940).

•oJ. C. Steinberg, H. C. Montgomery, and M. B.
Gardner, J. Acous.Soc. Am. 12, 291 (1940).
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there is usually sufficientnoiseto causea threshold shift of more than 10-15 db by masking.
Under

these conditions

calculations

should

under
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etc., are sufficiently well known to permit com-

B
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While the computational method which has
been describedwas derived from syllable articulation tests,it is possibleto interpret the resulting
index in terms of subjective measureswhich use
words or sentences.For this purpose it is only
necessary, with a particular testing crew, to
make subjective tests of the desired character
under a variety of conditions where all the required data on the circuits, the speechspectrum,

NOISE

I

8o

consideration.

INDEX

ADDED

lOO

and other effects.

OF ARTICULATION

CONDITIONS
C

This procedure should give reasonably valid
resultsfor hearing lossesup to 40-50 db from'the
idealized threshold. For greater hearing losses,
the validity of the methodsbecomesquestionable
because of modulation
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In general,computationsemployingfi0shouldbe
valid, except perhaps in the region where W
normally is approachingunity, for all individuals
having hearing lossessomewhat less than the
maskingcausedby noise,up to maskingvalues
of 40-50 db. For quiet conditionsit is necessary
to replacethe idealizedfi0by the actual threshold
of the individuals

QUIET

lOO

valid even though they are basedon the acute rio.
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puting the articulation index of the received
speech.These computedindicesplotted against
the measuredword or sentenceintelligibility will

thus provide an empirical relationshipfor interpreting the results of other computations.
Approximaterelationsof this characterare given
by Fig. 23. Taking, as a starting point, the curve
of this figure which showsthe relation, derived
previously,betweenarticulation index and syllable articulation, the other curveswere obtained

by using publishedrelations•3 between syllable
articulation and word and sentenceintelligibility.

ing only a small range of errors,are consequently
impracticable.Articulation testsare more useful
for this purpose.Sentencetests are useful, however, for comparing conditions which provide
poor reception. For articulation indices in the
range of zero to 0.3, sentenceintelligibility is a
sensitive measure, varying from zero to about
90 percent. Another point--although sentence
intelligibility may fall by only a small amount
when the articulation index is reduced to only
half its maximum value, it is apparent, by
referring to the curve for syllables,that a listener
fails under this condition to recognizecorrectly a
substantial portion of the soundswhich are received. The high sentenceintelligibility in this

Althoughtheserelationsapply only to specific
testing crews and types of material, several
featuresare worth noting. For instance,if speech
is impaired sufficientlyto lower its articulation
indexto one-half,sentenceintelligibility may still
remain high. For comparingtransmissionsystems case must be attributed to the listener's ability
xvhichhave articulation indices in the range of to utilize context and to guessthe unintelligible
0.5 to unity, sentenceintelligibility tests,afford- sounds,owingto the restrictednumberof sound
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frequencyband to another,the controllingsource
of interference will be the noise. In other words,
masking of speechon itself, either in the same
band or on adjacent bands will be negligible
relative to the noise. From Eq. (17)

-IO

- 20

W= 1/30(Bs-i-p-6-m-

(B(-i-)X)).

In the example under discussion,B=B,s and,
if the level of the noise is well above threshold,
B is so large with respectto X that (B(+)X) is
equal to B and hence to Bs. Also, unlessthe noise
is very intense,m is zero. Then letting p = 12 db,
the equation reduces to

o

-I0

- 20

W= 6/30 =0.2.

-30

- 40

In other words, each of the twenty bands makes
one-fifth of its maximum possiblecontribution
FREQUENCY
iN CYCLES
PER SECOND
to articulation index, and thus the articulation
FIG. 28. Orthotelephonicresponseof test circuits before index of the receivedspeechis 0.2. Accordingto
insertion of networks•xpressed in db relative to OT
Fig. 23 this correspondsto a sentence intelliresponse at 1000 cycles. Curve A applies to 1928-1929
articulation tests, curve B to 1935-1936 tests and curve C
gibility of about 70 percent.
to 1936-1937 tests.
Now let it be supposedthat the band width
is restrictedto the frequenciesbelow 1900 cycles
combinations which form actual words. This
which, accordingto Table III, eliminatesten of
requiressome effort. It seemsprobable that the the twenty bands. The articulation index is
relatively flat portion of the sentencecurve is consequently cut from 0.2 to 0.1 and sentence
accompaniedby an appreciablechangeof effort. intelligibility to about 25 percent.
- 50

•oo

•oo

•ooo

•ooo

•ooo

It is now natural
7. APPLICATIONS--ILLUSTRATIVE

to ask how much the re-

EXAMPLES

maining passedband would have to be raised in
level,
with respect to the noise, to restore the
Although the developmentof the relationships
intelligibility
to its original amount, namely 70
which have been discussedappears rather compercent.
To
do
this the articulation index of the
plex, they are comparativelysimple in application. For certain types of problems,at least, the limited band has to be restored to its original
solutions are practically self-evident once the amount, namely 0.2. Since only half the bands
fundamental data are available, as will appear are now contributing, the contribution of each
band must consequently be doubled, or W for
from an illustrative example.
ß

Let it be assumedthat speechis being re- each of the ten lower bands must be raised from
ceived in the presenceof noiseof the continuous 0.2 to 0.4. Substituting W=0.4 in Eq. (17) the
spectrumtype, and that the responseof the com- correspondingvalue of Bs-B is found to be
munication systemis such,that there is a constant 4-6 db. Thus the speechhas to be raisedby 6 db
differencein db at all frequenciesbetween the as compared to the original condition to restore
average intensity of the speechper cycle and the intelligibility to 70 percent.
Although a great deal can be learned by
the averageintensity of the noiseper cycle, both
in the ear. Let it be assumed that this difference
analyzing problemsin the above manner this is
is 0 db, i.e., that the noiseand speechspectraare not always possible without some loss of acidentical at all frequenciesand that there is no curacy.With intensenoisethe term rn in Eq. (! 7)
limitation
on band width. Under these condishould be evaluated. Also the equivalent noise
tions, unless both the speech and noise have of self-masking Bf should be included in the
large variations in their absolute levels from one

total noise B whenever

the effective sensation
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level E of the speechin a band is greater than

cube of the maximum

about

filter against its known value of articulation
index at optimum volume, as derived from the

25 db.
8. COMPARISON

OBSERVED

OF

COMPUTED

AND

ARTICULATIONS

Articulation index computations have been
made, covering the test circuits xvhichprovided
the basic data for the formulation, and also a

wide variety of additional circuits for which
articulation test data were available. Comparisons of the observed and computed results are
given by Figs. 24-27. These figures,representing
only a small part of similar comparisons,were
selectedbecausethey cover a rather wide range
of types of distortion and are representativeof
the kind of agreement between observationand
calculation that is generally obtained. These
figures cover tests made with three circuits
having, before insertion of the networks to be
tested, the response characteristics shown in
Fig. 28. Curve A applies to Fig. 24, curve B to
Figs. 25 and 26, and curve C to Fig. 27.
In the tests of Fig. 24 the observedquantity
was syllable articulation, shown by the points.
The data were obtained during 1928-1929 and
are part of the fundamental data on which the
present formulation is based. The curves represent computedvalues of articulation index translated into syllable articulation by means of the
previouslyderived relationship(Fig. 23) between
these quantities for the 1928-1929 crew.
The data of Figs. 25-27 were obtained during
1935-1937 with a different testing crew. The
same type of syllables used in the 1928-1929
tests were employed, but the automatic equipment used by the observers for recording and
totaling the results gave the results in terms of
sound articulation, i.e., the percentage of the
called sounds that were correctly understood.
Each point on Figs. 25-27 is the cube of the observed sound articulation, which is approximately equivalent to syllable articulation. The
curvesof thesefiguresrepresentcomputedvalues
of articulation

index translated

of each

tests.

The computations leading to the curves of
Figs. 24-27 xverecarried out in accordancewith
the proceduressummarizedin Section 5.7. The
data needed are the over-all response characteristics of the test circuits, the acoustic speech
level of the callers and the spectrum, in the
observer'sears, of any interfering noise that may
have been present. The over-all responseof the
circuits of the Fig. 24 tests may be obtained, at
any value of abscissa,by adding the abscissa
value to curve A of Fig. 28 and assuming an
infinite loss beyond the filter cut-off frequency.
The responsecorrespondingto any value of the
abscissasof Figs. 25 and 26 may be obtained by
subtractingthe abscissavalue from curve B of
Fig. 28, adding a constant value of 39 db and
subtractingthe insertionlossof the appropriate
network of Fig. 29. For Fig.. 27 the responseis
obtained by subtracting the abscissavalue from
curve C of Fig. 28 and adding a constantvalue
of 21.5 db.

Measurements of the speech output of the
microphonewere made during the tests. The
speechoutput of the microphonewas also computed by adding the acousticspeechspectrum
of Fig. 2 to the responseof the microphoneand
integrating the resulting spectrum. The amount

l0

-J 6o

• `50
_z 40

into sound articu-

lation cubed by means of the relationship between these quantities shown on Fig. 23. This
relationshipwas establishedby determiningwith
the 1935-1937

1928-1929

sound articulation

crew the maximum

Io

sound articuIoo

lation (as a function of receivedlevel) of each of
a number of sharpcut-off filters, and plotting the
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level of noise in observer's

ears during articulation tests. Curve A--added circuit noise
(several 1936-1937 tests). Curve B--added room noise
(several 1936-1937 tests). Curve C--assumed residual noise
during 1936-1937 tests. Curve D--assumed residual noise
during 1935-1936 and 1928-1929 tests.

J. C. STEINBERG
(c) In calculating the effects of interband masking, the
masking effects of a given band on bands of lower frequency were neglected. These effectsmay not be negligible
and the lower bands might be masked to someextent by
adjacent higher frequency bands.
(d) In calculating the thresholdsof the speechbands,
the method assumes that, irrespective of the frequency
of the band, the threshold is determined by the 1 percent
points of the speech intensity distributions. These are
taken to be 12 db above the long average intensity for all
bands. There is some evidence that the peak factors for
the low frequency bands are lessthan 12 db.
(e) The 1928-29 derived 6A curves (Figs. 17-20) were
drawn to zero articulation contribution (W=0) as straight
lines. It has been assumed that the effective band sensation

level at this zero point is 6 db for all bands. It may be that
this factor should be larger for the low frequency bands
which would be in the direction to reduce the discrepancies
in Table

that a measuredvalue exceedsa computed.value
representsthe amount that the acoustic speech
level (V) at two inchesfrom the lips for the tests
exceeds90 db. It was determined in this way that
the average value of V for the tests of Fig. 24
was 94 db and 92.5 db for the tests of Figs.
25-27.

The

values

of

V for the individual

test

IV.

The effects of all of these factors if known and

taken into account, would tend to result in the
calculation

of lower effective sensation levels for

the low frequency bands and hence smaller
values of W, than is now done xvith the present
method. The procedurethat has been used xvas
to take residual

noise as the entire

cause of the

conditionswere generally xvithin 4-1 db of these
discrepancy,assumethis noiseto have the same
average values.
Preliminary computations of an articulation shapedspectrumas room noise,modify it by the
responseof the leakage path between receiver
index of the three basic circuits without added
networks,yielded at low levelsof receivedspeech, and ear and then make computationsfor different absolute

levels of the noise until

the best

somewhat higher values than the test results,
indicating that the effective sensationlevels (E) agreementwas obtained between the computed
of the received speech during the tests were and observed articulations at low levels on the
somewhat lower than the computed levels. Such basic circuits beforeinsertion of any of the disa disagreementwas to be expectedin view of the torting networks.Having derived in this manner
discrepanciesshown in Table IV, since they estimates of an assumed residual noise, these
indicate

that the effective sensation levels of the

low frequency bands were considerablylower in
the

tests

than

the

calculated

values

would

predict. The reasonsfor the discrepanciesare not
definitely known. They could arise from one or
more of the following factors'
(a) A low level residual noise, such as might be produced by the movements of the several observersin the
test booths, might have been present during articulation
tests. Owing to the leakage characteristic of a receiver
held to the ear, such a noisewould be expected to produce
its principal masking in the low frequency bands.
(b) The observersmight have held their earphonesless
tightly to their ears during articulation tests than the earphones were held in the real ear calibrating tests of receiver response.The principal effects of such a variation
would be to decreasethe receiver responsein the low frequencybands.

same estimates

were

then

used in all the res

mainingcomputations.Curve D of Fig. 30 showthe effective levels (Z) of the residual noise
usedin the computationsof Figs. 24-26. Curve C
of Fig. 30 appliesto Fig. 27.
The tests of the two lower curves of Fig. 27
were made with noise added deliberately. Curve

B of Fig. 30 showsthe effective levels (Z) of
the room noise introduced

into the booth for the

tests of the center curve of Fig. 27. The values
of (Z) were obtained by subtractingX from the
intensity levels (B) of this noisein the ear. The
intensity levels were obtained by combiningthe
measuredspectrumof the noisein the boothwith
the measuredshielding effect of the receiver on
the ear. Curve A of Fig. 30 showsthe effective

INTELLIGIBILITY

OF

levels of the added noise used in the tests of the

lower curve of Fig. 27. This noisewas introduced
electrically into the receiver. The intensity levels
in the ear, usedin computing the effective levels,
were obtained by combining the electrical spectruln of the noise with tile real ear responseof
the receiver.
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during the tests. It simply indicatesthat for the
range of transmissionconditionsfor which tests
and calculations have been made, the effects of

the discrepanciesin the low frequency bands
may be lumped into an effect prodriced by the
assumed residual

noise.

Although the presentcomputational procedure
has given reasonably good agreement between
the comparisonsof computed and observedre- calculated and observed results for a wide variety
sults afforded by Figs. 24-27: (1) the computa- of systemsand hence throws light on the factors
tional method appears to define reasonablywell which govern the intelligibility of speechsounds,
the steep parts of the articulation rs. received it is hoped that future work will improve the
speechlevel curvesand (2) the calculated results approximationsand also throw additional light
at high received levels tend to be too large. on the empirical proceduresthat have been used.
The latter tendency may result in part from
9. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
omissionof intermodulation products produced
The work reported here has drawn on the
in the ear at high speechlevelsas discussedin
Section 5.5. Also, it may result in part from the contributionsof a number of people.First should
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band maskingas fixed numbersof decibelsbelow Martin, and E. C. Wente, who not only were
the speechlevels, independentof absolute level, responsiblefor the broad content of the work
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Althoughthe assumptionof a residualnoisein lation of the relationships,the major portion of
the observing booth improves the agreement the work was carried out by A. B. Anderson,
betweencomputedand observedarticulation at P. V. Dimock, J. W. Emling, R. H. Galt, W.
low speechlevelsby reducingthe effectivesensa- Koenig, Jr., and W. A. Munson. The basic
tion levels of the speechin the lower frequency speech, hearing, and articulation data, which
bands,i{ shouldbe notedthat the procedure
is enter into the relationships,involved these same
arbitrary and does not indicate that residual people and others to whom reference has been
noise of this magnitude was actually present made throughout the text.
Certain

broad conclusions can be reached from

